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The custom home building market in Tampa is spread throughout the many
communities and counties of Tampa. Odessa, seems to be emerging as a leader in
charm and exclusivity when it comes to builder contractors and custom home
design.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Newswire.net—March 4, 2013) Odessa, FL—Nestled in the midst of Tampa Bay’s
charming bedroom communities sharing Pasco and Hillsborough Counties, Odessa has some of the nicest property
locations where towns like Carrollwood, Land O Lakes, Oldsmar, Westchase, and Citrus Park  reside.  With Tampa
growing into one of the fastest developing cities in the United States, there is no more evidence of this than in the
custom home building market.

This industry is the precursor of families planting their roots for long term commitments which also foretells the
economic comfort level with breadwinners across many industry lines.  The custom home building business is a cash
based business where financial commitments are greater and home building expenditures are accelerated in the first
months of building and design. 

Odessa finds a very rich area of properties being strategically located in the middle of Tampa Bay with easy access
to water and beaches and transportation travel going in all geographic directions.  The Tampa highways facilitate
much of this with I-75 and I-275 joining near its epicenter.

Boger Homes is a custom home builder that has forged some ties in Odessa and Carrollwood that has catapulted its
building and custom design backlog pretty extensively.  The culmination of an improved economy and adverse winter
weather conditions has served the growth and development for Odessa quite well.  Boger Homes  has experienced
this first hand while Tampa is still in its somewhat infancy stages from the post “cigar town” boom days.  “We love
living here and cultivating our family roots”, state some community families that have established their careers and
roots here.  “It just seems to feel right and is certainly affordable relative many other parts of the U.S.” 

Boger Homes also seems to understand the clients’ needs and demands for a better quality of life.  Location,
location, location can never be replaced or taken away.  Herein lies the beginning of what helps Boger design a
feeling and idea that works into the “dream home” for its customers.  Truly, a person’s home is their castle, and
nowhere more apparent than Odessa, Florida.  With sunshine and bay area water surrounding this community,
Odessa is emerging rapidly for those professionals that want it all.  Boger Homes serves this area dutifully and
artfully keeping the growth steady and happy.  Contact Boger Homes for custom home design, building, and
remodeling ideas in Odessa and surrounding areas.

Call at:  Boger Homes  (813) 949-0074  Visit at:    http://www.bogerhomes.com
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